
Chapter 2. Welcome To The Matrix: The Computer-Generated Virtual Reality

There is no way to really understand the concept of nonduality unless we first understand the
nature of the world as a computer-generated virtual reality. We first have to acknowledge that
there is an ultimate reality that is creating this computer-generated virtual reality. That ultimate
reality is called the void. The first step in creating this computer-generated virtual reality is to
create a quantum computer. Simultaneous with the creation of a quantum computer, an observer
arises at the central point of view of its own world. The observer is the perceiving consciousness
that arises at that point of view and that perceives the projected and animated images of this
computer-generated virtual reality. The quantum computer gives rise to the appearance of this
computer-generated virtual reality as images of that virtual reality are projected from a computer
screen to the central point of view of the observer and as those images are animated in the flow
of energy that energizes the operation of the quantum computer.

The big question is about the nature of that ultimate reality that creates the observer's world as a
virtual reality. This is where modern physics can give some answers with the recent discovery of
the holographic principle of quantum gravity. The easiest way to understand the world as a
virtual reality is with the holographic principle. Although it seems weird to say this, it really does
help a lot in terms of understanding the nature of the world and the nature of a person that
appears in that world if that world is understood as a virtual reality. If the world is understood as
a virtual reality, the appearance of a person in that world is like an avatar in a virtual reality. If
we really want to understand reality in scientific terms, we have to begin with the most
fundamental of all sciences, and listen to what the holographic principle is telling us.

The holographic principle basically tells us that the world is a computer-generated virtual reality,
just as depicted in the movie the Matrix. In the language of modern theoretical physics, if you
want to create a computer-generated virtual reality, the first thing you have to do is to create a
quantum computer. The holographic principle explains how the quantum computer is created.

The first question is, who the hell is creating this quantum computer? This is where the concept
of ultimate reality comes into the story. Ultimate reality is the ground level of existence, which in
the language of nonduality is called the ground of being. In theoretical physics, this ultimate
ground state is called the vacuum state, which can also be called the void. In the nondual
language of Advaita Vedanta, the void is called Brahman. Brahman is understood to be a void of
absolute nothingness. This absolute nothingness cannot be conceptualized. It can only be
discussed in terms of negation as unlimited, undivided and unchanging.

In some mysterious way, this void of absolute nothingness is what creates the quantum computer
that gives rise to a computer-generated virtual reality that we call the world. The creation of the
world requires the creation of two key ingredients that we call energy and information. The
quantum computer encodes information and operates in the flow of energy. The holographic



principle has pretty much solved the mystery of creation as it explains how the quantum
computer operates at the level of the flow of energy as it encodes and processes information.

To fully understand this scientific explanation and how it connects with the nondual wisdom of
Advaita Vedanta, it's necessary to back-up and discuss the nature of consciousness. The problem
is, we have a much too limited idea of what consciousness really is. At the ultimate level of the
absolute nothingness of the void, consciousness is unlimited, undivided and unchanging. At this
ultimate level, consciousness perceives nothing because there is nothing to perceive. This
ultimate level of reality is the ultimate nature of consciousness.

In order to perceive something, we have to talk about consciousness at a lower or derivative
level. In Advaita Vedanta, this lower derivative level of consciousness is called Atman or the
Self. The ultimate nature of consciousness at the level of the absolute nothingness of the void is
inherently unlimited and undivided. This ultimate level of consciousness can be called the
Source. At the level of the Self, consciousness is inherently limited and divided. If we think of
the Source as an undivided ocean of consciousness, then the Self arises as a point of view within
that ocean. The Self is divided from its Source just as a drop of water is divided from the ocean.

If we want to discuss what is perceived in the world, then we have to talk about the Self as a
point of perceiving consciousness that arises at the central point of view of its own world. In
order to perceive its own world, the Self must divide itself from its undivided Source. The big
question is how does that perceivable world appear to come into existence?

This is the question that the holographic principle answers. Modern theoretical physics has pretty
much moved beyond the idea of the space-time geometry of the world or the idea of point
particles appearing to exist in and move through a space-time geometry as being fundamental
ideas. Neither the idea of the space-time geometry of the world nor the idea of point particles
existing in and moving through a space-time geometry are fundamental ideas. Until about 25
years ago, it was thought the concept of space-time geometry, as formulated by Einstein's field
equations for the space-time metric, and the concepts of point particles existing in and moving
through a space-time geometry, as formulated by quantum field theories, were fundamental
ideas, but these concepts have pretty much been discarded as not being fundamental ideas.

What are the fundamental ideas? Modern theoretical physics has settled on the ideas of energy
and information as being fundamental. The only questions are how is energy expressed and how
is information encoded? This is basically the question of how a quantum computer is created that
gives rise to the appearance of the computer-generated virtual reality that we call the world.

The mystery of the physical world is how energy and information create the world. Again, the
creation of the world can only be understood in the sense of a subject-object relation, as the
perceiving subject perceives some perceivable properties of the objects that appear in that world.
The holographic principle is telling us that all of these perceivable properties of the world, which
not only include the perceivable properties of all the point particles in that world that are given a



representation by quantum field theory, but also all the perceivable properties of the space-time
geometry of that world that is given a representation by relativity theory, can fundamentally be
reduced to pure energy and information. The concepts of energy and information are more
fundamental than either the concepts of point particles or space-time geometry.

How does the holographic principle solve the mystery of the creation of the world? The answer
is that creation always has to begin with an observer in an accelerated frame of reference.

Putting aside the mystery of the observer for the moment, what exactly is an accelerated frame of
reference? Relativity theory answers this question in terms of an observer at the origin or central
point of view of its own coordinate system. The basic idea of relativity theory is called the
principle of equivalence. Every coordinate system is equivalent to every other coordinate system.
In effect, what this means is that the observer has no individual properties other than the location
of its point of view at the center of its own coordinate system and how that coordinate system
moves relative to other coordinate systems. There is an equivalence of all observers, which
basically means that observers only observe different things because they're located at the central
point of view of different coordinate systems that move relative to each other. In the sense that
the observer is the perceiving subject in the subject-object relation of perception, all the
observers are the same perceiving consciousness, just located at different points of view.

The only reason different observers observe different things is because each observer is located
at its own point of view in its own coordinate system that moves relative to other coordinate
systems. The perceiving consciousness located at each point of view is the same perceiving
consciousness, just located at a different point of view relative to other points of view and
moving relative to other points of view. That's what the principle of equivalence means.

Relativity theory with its principle of equivalence is telling us that in some sense the force of
gravity, like all other forces, is an illusion that results from the accelerated motion of the
observer. The force of gravity, like all other forces, is equivalent to an acceleration, and it is the
central point of view of the observer that is moving with accelerated motion relative to the
motion of other observers. That's why different observers observe different things. The
accelerated motion of the point of view of one observer relative to the motion of all other
observers defines the observer's accelerated frame of reference. For example, an observer that
accelerates forward inside a rocket-ship that accelerates through empty space observes a
downward force that acts on objects in the space-ship that is equivalent to the force of gravity an
observer observes on the surface of the earth. There is no way to distinguish between the force of
gravity that is observed to act on objects on the surface of the earth and the downward force
observed to act on objects in the space-ship that accelerates forward due to the thrusters of the
rocket-ship that propel it forward. In other words, the observed force of gravity is equivalent to
an observer's acceleration. That's what the principle of equivalence means.



Principle of Equivalence

Once we put the observer in an accelerated frame of reference, something else weird appears to
happen. The other pillar of relativity theory, in addition to the principle of equivalence, is the
constancy of the speed of light for all observers, no matter how those observers move relative to
each other. The constancy of the speed of light says nothing can travel faster than the speed of
light. The speed of light really has nothing to do with light per se, but rather is like the maximal
rate of information transfer in three dimensional space. Information can only be transferred from
one point in three dimensional space to another point in three dimensional space at the maximal
rate of the speed of light. This is the maximal velocity with which information can be transferred
from one point to another point in three dimensional space. We can think of the speed of light as
the maximal rate of information transfer in a computer or in a network of computers.

Once we have a maximal rate of information transfer in three dimensional space, something else
weird appears to happen when the observer is in an accelerated frame of reference. The
observer's observation of things in space becomes limited by a bounding surface of space called
an event horizon. The observer's event horizon is a two dimensional bounding surface of space
that bounds some three dimensional region of space and limits the observer's observation of
things within that region of three dimensional space. The observer's event horizon is as far out in
three dimensional space as the observer can see things in three dimensional space. The observer
cannot observe anything beyond its event horizon because a light ray that originates beyond the
event horizon can never reach the observer's point of view on the other side of the event horizon
as long as the observer continues to undergo accelerated motion. This limitation of the observer's
observations is a direct result of the constancy of the speed of light for all observers, no matter
how they move relative to each other. The observations of an accelerating observer are always
limited by the observer's own event horizon that arises due to its accelerated motion.

The key idea of the holographic principle is that the holographic world an observer perceives can
only be created when the observer enters into an accelerated reference frame. The two pillars of
relativity theory are the equivalence principle, which tells us every force perceived by an
observer is equivalent to the observer's own acceleration, and the constancy of the speed of light



for all observers, which is like the maximal rate of information transfer in a computer. Whenever
an observer enters into an accelerated frame of reference, the observer's observations of things in
space are limited by an event horizon. The observer's event horizon is a bounding surface of
space that limits its observations of things in space. The observer's event horizon is as far out
into space as the observer can see things in space. The key thing to realize is that the space that
characterizes a holographic world is three dimensional space, while the observer's event horizon
that acts as a holographic screen is a two dimensional bounding surface of that space.

Accelerating Observer's Event Horizon

To be clear about things, the observer only appears to be in a state of accelerated motion relative
to the frames of reference of other observers. There is no such thing as an absolute frame of
reference, at least not at the level of the observation of things. From the point of view of any
particular observer, the observer is simply at the central point of view of its own coordinate
system. The concept of an accelerating observer is only valid in the sense of the relative motion
of different observers when different frames of reference accelerate relative to each other.

Relativity theory is telling us the observer is a point of perceiving consciousness at the central
point of view of its own coordinate system that defines its own world, and the accelerated motion
of the observer arises in an accelerated frame of reference. Relativity theory tells us that
accelerated motion always gives rise to an event horizon that surrounds the observer's central
point of view and limits the observer's observations of things in space. The accelerating
observer's event horizon is a two dimensional bounding surface of space that surrounds the
observer's central point of view and limits the observer's observations of things in space. Again,
the thing to be clear about is that this space is a three dimensional space.

Different observers only observe different things because they're in different frames of reference
that accelerate relative to each other. That's the essence of the principle of equivalence. The big
question is how or why do the observers observe different things? The secret of the answer has to



do with how each observer's observations become limited by its own event horizon that arises
when the observer enters into an accelerated frame of reference. The holographic principle tells
us that the observer's event horizon acts as a holographic screen that encodes bits of information
for everything the observer can observe in its own holographic world. In reality, that holographic
world is no more real than a holographically constructed computer-generated virtual reality.

We still have to explain how the observer's holographic screen encodes information. The answer
is weird, but this is what the holographic principle says, which seems to be the only possible
answer. The world we perceive is a virtual reality, just like depicted in the movie the Matrix. This
is a computer-generated virtual reality world. In the language of modern theoretical physics, the
projected images of that virtual reality world are forms of information encoded on a screen,
which is a two dimensional surface. All the bits of information that characterize the projected
images of that world are encoded on the screen. The images only appear to be three dimensional
because they're holographic. The world we perceive is a holographic world. Everything we can
perceive is no more real than a holographic image. All the bits of information for that world are
encoded on a screen, which is a two dimensional surface. In the language of theoretical physics,
these bits of information are called qubits or quantized bits of information. All the qubits of
information that characterize the three dimensional world we perceive are encoded on a two
dimensional screen and the encoding of that information on the screen is specified in terms of
mathematical structures called matrices, just like depicted in the Matrix. We really do live in the
Matrix. A matrix is a two dimensional array of numbers. This two dimensional array of numbers
is encoded on the screen, which is a two dimensional surface. That surface can be broken up into
pixels, and each pixel on the screen encodes a single bit of information in a binary code of 1's
and 0's. The world we perceive only appears to be three dimensional because it's holographic.

The key thing that the holographic principle tells us is that the accelerating observer's event
horizon acts as a holographic screen that encodes all the bits of information for everything the
observer can observe in its own holographic world. The screen projects all the images of the
observer's holographic world, which are projected forms of information, to its central point of
view. This is just like the projection of the images of a computer-generated virtual reality game
from a computer screen to the point of view of the observer that plays the game. Everything
perceived in the game is a projected image. Those projected images in turn are animated by the
flow of energy through the computer that energizes the operation of the computer.



The Observer's Holographic Screen

When the accelerating observer's event horizon encodes qubits of information, the horizon turns
into a holographic screen, and everything the observer can observe in its own holographic world
is like an image projected from the screen to the observer's central point of view. The image is a
form of information that can always be reduced to qubits of information encoded on the screen.
The screen encodes qubits of information in terms of matrices, which are two dimensional arrays
of numbers. Each pixel on the screen encodes a bit of information in a binary code of 1's and 0's.

In quantum theory, this encoding of quantized bits of information is understood to arise in terms
of matrices, similar to how a spin ½ variable that can only point up or down encodes information
in quantum theory, like a computer switch that is either on or off. A spin ½ variable is
mathematically represented in quantum theory by a 2x2 SU(2) matrix called a Pauli spin matrix.
An SU(2) matrix gives a mathematical representation of rotational symmetry on the surface of a
sphere, but its eigenvalues also encode information in a binary code. An nxn SU(2) matrix
encodes n quantized bits of information. This encoding of information naturally occurs on a two
dimensional surface in a rotationally invariant way, as though each pixel on the screen encodes a
bit of information. In mathematical terms, this encoding of information on a surface is
understood to arise in terms of the eigenvalues of a matrix. In quantum theory, qubits of
information are understood to be entangled because they can only arise as the eigenvalues of a
matrix. Quantum entanglement is a natural property of the eigenvalues of a matrix.



Qubit as the Quantized Information Encoded on a Planck Size Event Horizon

The size of a pixel that encodes a single qubit of information on the surface of the event horizon
is called the Planck area. A Planck size event horizon is the smallest possible event horizon
because it encodes a single qubit of information. A larger event horizon encodes more qubits of
information, but always in an integral number of Planck areas. This is how space-time geometry
is understood to become quantized in quantum gravity. This quantization of space-time geometry
in terms of qubits of information encoded on an event horizon is called the holographic principle
of quantum gravity. Quantization of space-time geometry occurs because an event horizon must
consist of an integral number of Planck areas, each of which acts like a pixel on the surface of an
observer's event horizon that encodes a qubit of information. The Planck area is the fundamental
quantum of space-time geometry, and a qubit is the fundamental quantum of information.

In quantum gravity, the Planck area is specified in terms of the gravitational constant, the speed
of light and Planck's constant as ℓ2=ħG/c3, and the number of qubits of information encoded on
an event horizon of surface area A is given as n=A/4ℓ2. These n qubits of information are
encoded in a binary code by an nxn matrix, which is an nxn array of numbers defined on a two
dimensional surface. On the surface of a sphere, that matrix is an SU(2) matrix, but in general,
there is always some nxn matrix that can encode information on any two dimensional surface.



Holographic Principle

The holographic principle tells us that the observer's event horizon acts as a holographic screen
that encodes all the information for whatever is perceived by the observer in its own holographic
world. That holographic screen is the boundary of the observer's own holographic world.
Everything the observer can perceive in its own holographic world is like a holographic image
projected from the observer's holographic screen to its point of view at the center of that world.

The key point of the holographic principle is that everything the observer can perceive in its own
holographic world is a form of information encoded on its own holographic screen. That form of
information is projected like an image from the observer's screen to its central point of view as
the observer perceives it. That holographic world only appears to come into existence due to the
observer's own accelerated motion that gives rise to the observer's event horizon that acts as its
holographic screen. In this sense, the observer is a moving point of perceiving consciousness.

The observer not only perceives the form of all things in its own holographic world, as those
forms are projected like images from its own holographic screen to its central point of view, but
also the flow of energy that animates those forms. Where does this energy come from? This
energy comes from the observer's own motion. The flow of energy gives rise to the perception of
forces. The principle of equivalence tells us those forces are equivalent to the observer's own
acceleration. That's not only where the perception of the force of gravity comes from, but where
the perception of all forces comes from. The flow of energy that animates all things in the
observer's holographic world and gives rise to the perception of all forces in that world arises
from the observer's own accelerated motion. Like an observer in a space-ship that accelerates
through empty space due to the force exerted by the thrusters of the rocket-ship, the energy that
animates all things in the observer's world and the forces exerted on all things in that world arise



from the observer's own accelerated motion. That energy arises in the observer's accelerated
frame of reference that gives rise to its event horizon that acts as its holographic screen.

Where do the laws of physics come from? The holographic principle gives a perfectly good
scientific answer. The laws of physics are like the operating system or computational rules that
govern the operation of this computer-generated virtual reality. This turns out to be fairly easy to
show from the holographic principle. The laws of physics that govern whatever appears to
happen in any bounded region of space can be easily deduced from the way qubits of information
are encoded on the bounding surface of that space and the energy inherent in the observer's
accelerated frame of reference that gives rise to that bounding surface as the observer's event
horizon. The laws of physics are not really anything fundamental, but are more like a thermal
average description of what appears to happen when things are near thermal equilibrium, like a
thermodynamic equation of state. Both Einstein's field equations for the space-time metric,
which is the law of gravity, and all quantum field theories that give a representation of particle
physics, can be understood to arise as thermal average descriptions of what appears to happen in
some bounded region of space. In physics, these are called effective field theories. The more
fundamental description of what appears to happen in any bounded region of space is the way
qubits of information are encoded on the bounding surface of that space, which can always be
understood to arise as an event horizon in an observer's accelerated frame of reference, and the
energy inherent in that accelerated motion. This fits in nicely with the holographic principle,
which tells us that whatever appears to happen in that bounded region of space is like the
holographic projection of an image from the screen and the animation of that image in the flow
of energy that is inherent in the observer's accelerated frame of reference. The projected image is
a form of information that can always be reduced to qubits of information encoded on the screen.
That image is animated by the observer's own motion and is projected from the screen to the
observer's central point of view as the observer perceives it.

What we call the laws of physics, like the law of gravity, are simply the result of how qubits of
information are encoded on a holographic screen and the energy inherent in the observer's
accelerated frame of reference that gives rise to the observer's event horizon that acts as a
holographic screen when that surface encodes qubits of information. The laws of physics are like
the operating system or computation rules that govern the operation of the computer-generated
virtual reality. The laws of physics are not really anything fundamental, but rather only a result of
creating a quantum computer that allows for the creation of the computer-generated virtual
reality. That quantum computer is created when the observer enters into an accelerated frame of
reference that gives rise to an event horizon that acts as the observer's holographic screen when
that bounding surface of space encodes qubits of information.

The holographic principle is telling us that whatever appears to happen in any bounded region of
space is like the holographic projection of images from a holographic screen, which arises as the
bounding surface of that space. Those images are always projected to the central point of view of
an observer, where the images are perceived. The images are animated in the flow of energy that



arises in the observer's accelerated frame of reference that gives rise to that bounding surface as
an event horizon. It all has to begin with the observer in its own accelerated frame of reference.
A projected image is a form of information that can always be reduced to qubits of information
encoded on the screen. That image is animated by the observer's own accelerated motion and is
projected from the screen to the observer's central point of view as the observer perceives it. The
animation and projection of those images is only possible because the observer is focusing its
attention on its own computer-generated virtual reality as it plays the virtual reality game.

There's really no easy way to say this, so it's best to just say it and then discuss what it all means.
The world we perceive is a virtual reality, just like depicted in the movie the Matrix. In reality, all
we're really doing is playing a computer-generated virtual reality game. The images of the game
are projected from a computer screen to your central point of view. In the language of modern
theoretical physics, the images are forms of information, and all the bits of information that
characterize the images are encoded on the computer screen.

The animation and projection of the images of the game is only possible if the observer focuses
its attention on its own computer-generated virtual reality as it plays the game. The observer's
event horizon acts as a holographic screen that encodes bits of information, just like a computer
screen. The observer's screen encodes information for everything the observer can observe in its
own holographic world. That observable world is like the projected and animated images of a
computer-generated virtual reality. The images are forms of information projected from the
screen to the observer's central point of view and animated in the flow of energy that energizes
the computer. In reality, the observer as it observes its own holographic world is only observing
the animated images of a computer-generated virtual reality projected from its own screen to its
central point of view, like an observer that plays a computer-generated virtual reality game.

Each observer observes its own holographic world as the animated images of that world are
projected from its own holographic screen to its central point of view. That screen always arises
as an event horizon in the observer's accelerated frame of reference. How then do we explain a
consensual reality shared by many different observers? The answer is information sharing. When
multiple players play a computer-generated virtual reality game, with each player playing the
game on its own computer screen, those players can share information as long as their computer
screens are connected by the internet. In a similar way, different observers, each located at their
own individual point of view, can share a consensual reality when their respective holographic
screens overlap in the sense of a Venn diagram and share information. The accelerated point of
view of each observer is surrounded by an observation limiting event horizon, which is a
bounding surface of space that acts as a holographic screen. In quantum gravity, overlapping
holographic screens naturally share information.



Information Sharing Between Overlapping Bounding Surfaces of Space

The key point of the holographic principle is that the observer's holographic screen only arises
due to the observer's accelerated motion that gives rise to the observer's accelerated frame of
reference. The observer is a moving point of perceiving consciousness at the center of its own
holographic world that perceives the images projected from its own holographic screen to its
central point of view. That holographic screen always arises as an event horizon in its accelerated
frame of reference. The energy of that accelerated motion is what animates the projected images.
The observer not only perceives the projected images, but also perceives the energy that animates
the images. That energy arises from the observer's own accelerated motion. The projected images
not only look real, but they also feel real as the observer perceives that animating energy.

Everything you can perceive, which not only includes the form of all things, but also the flow of
energy that animates those forms, is no more real than the projected and animated images of a
computer-generated virtual reality, just as depicted in the Matrix. Things not only look real as
you perceive the images of things, but they also feel real as you perceive the flow of energy that
animates the images of things. In reality, the form of those things are no more real than the
protected and animated images of a computer-generated virtual reality game that you're playing.
You play the game as you perceive the game. You play the game by focusing your attention on
the game. Your focus of attention on the game is what allows you to perceive the game. Your
focus of attention on the game is also what allows you to animate the game. It's the energy of
your own motion as a moving point of perceiving consciousness that allows you to animate the
game as you focus your attention on the game and perceive the game.

There's another aspect of your consciousness that needs to be discussed to fully understand how
you play the game. When you focus your attention on the game, you not only animate the images
of the game due to your own motion as a moving point of perceiving consciousness, but you also
project the images from your own screen to your own point of view as you perceive the animated
images. You project the images because you're illuminating the images with your own light of
consciousness. The light of consciousness is what allows the images to become illuminated and
projected from the screen back to your own point of view as you perceive them. In a way, this is
like the light that is reflected from a mirror, or the light of a movie projector that projects the



images of a movie from a movie screen to the point of view of an observer in the movie
audience. You have to illuminate the images before they can be projected to your own point of
view and you can perceive them. You illuminate them by shining the light of consciousness on
them. You shine the light of consciousness on them as you focus your attention on them.

In this sense, you are a moving point of illuminating and perceiving consciousness that arises at a
point of view as you perceive the projected and animated images of your own holographic world.
That world is defined on a holographic screen that arises as an event horizon due to your own
accelerated motion. The screen is where all the qubits of information are encoded that
characterize all the forms of things in that world. The forms are projected and animated images.
You perceive the images of that world as you focus your attention on that world. The projected
images of that world are only projected to your central point of view because you're illuminating
them as you shine your own light of consciousness on them. The projected images of that world
are only animated because you're animating them with the energy of your own motion. You only
project, animate and perceive the images of that world because you focus your attention on the
images. You have to focus your attention on the images to project, animate and perceive them.

If what you really are at the level of perceiving your own world is a moving point of illuminating
and perceiving consciousness, then why do you believe that you're a person in the world you
perceive? The answer is weird, but this answer is the only possible answer. In reality, you're only
playing a virtual reality game. Images of a computer-generated virtual reality are projected from
your own screen to your point of view and are animated in the flow of energy that energizes the
computer. You play the virtual reality game as you focus your attention on those images. You not
only perceive the images that are projected from the screen to your own point of view, but you
also animate those images by energizing them with the expression of your own energy. That
energy arises from your motion as a point of consciousness. You also project the images as you
focus your attention on them by shining your own light of consciousness on them. The word
enlightenment refers to your own light of consciousness that is reflected off the screen as that
light projects the images from the screen back to your own point of view. You shine the light of
consciousness on the images and illuminate them as you focus your attention on them.

The word delusion refers to a false belief you believe about yourself. You falsely believe that you
are a person in the world you perceive. In reality, that world is only like a computer-generated
virtual reality and the person in the world you falsely take yourself to be is only like your avatar
in that virtual reality. The big question is: Why do you identify yourself with your avatar as you
play the virtual reality game? The answer is: personal self-identification is emotionally driven.
You feel emotionally self-limited to the emotionally animated form of your avatar as you
perceive the flow of emotional energy that animates that form. Where does that emotional energy
come from? It comes from your own motion as a moving point of perceiving consciousness.

When you express self-limiting emotions and feel emotionally self-limited to the emotionally
animated form of your avatar, which you can only do when your own motion gives rise to the



expression of self-limiting emotions, you emotionally identify yourself with that emotionally
animated personal form. That's what it means to say personal self-identification is emotionally
driven, but that personal self-identification is delusional in nature, like a false belief that you
believe about yourself. There is something inherently circular in personal self-identification, as
the expression of self-limiting emotions, which arises from your own motion, makes you feel
emotionally self-limited to the emotionally animated form of your avatar, which leads you to
emotionally identify yourself with that personal form, which leads to the expression of more
self-limiting emotions, which perpetuates the vicious cycle of personal self-identification.

This delusional false belief you falsely believe about yourself is called a personal self-concept.
Another name for the personal self-concept is the ego. The key thing to realize is that a personal
self-concept, like any other concept, is constructed in your mind. Your mind is only that aspect of
your own holographic screen that constructs concepts. Like anything else you can perceive in
your own holographic world, these concepts can all be reduced to bits of information encoded on
your own holographic screen. That aspect of your holographic screen that constructs concepts
can be called the mental screen. At the level of encoding information, that mental screen is the
nature of your mind. All concepts can be reduced to information encoded on the mental screen.

Like any other form of information, a mental concept is constructed out of information, but that
form of information is also animated in the flow of energy. A personal self-concept is always
emotionally energized. That expression of emotional energy is what makes you feel emotionally
self-limited to an emotionally animated personal form. We call that personal form a body, which
is another way of saying that all personal self-concepts are body-based. A personal self-concept
is a body-based, emotionally energized form of information with which you emotionally identify
yourself as you perceive it because you feel emotionally self-limited to that personal form. The
whole thing is delusional because you're perceiving that emotionally animated personal form as
that form is projected like an image from your own mental screen to your own point of view.
You're emotionally identifying yourself with a projected and animated image that you perceive.

If you want to break free of delusion, the first question you have to ask yourself is Who are you
really? The only possible answer is that you are a presence of consciousness that is identifying
itself with its personal self-concept or ego. To identify yourself with your ego, you have to
perceive your ego. In the sense of a subject-object relation, you are the subject and your ego is an
object that you're perceiving. You are the subjective perceiver, which is called I. The ego is also
called I, but the ego is a false I, since the ego is something that you can perceive. The true
subjective nature of the I is the perceiver, which can only be described as a pure presence of
perceiving consciousness. The true nature of the perceiver cannot be something it perceives.

Everything you can perceive is like a computer-generated virtual reality. Images of that virtual
reality are projected from a screen to your point of view and are animated in the flow of energy
that energizes the computer. The computer screen encodes bits of information, and that
information is organized into the form of images that are projected to your point of view. Modern



physics tells us those bits of information are encoded as qubits on an event horizon that acts as a
holographic screen, and that event horizon always arises in an observer's accelerated frame of
reference. The laws of nature are simply the computational rules that govern the operation of the
computer. This is a quantum computer that is constructed as you enter into an accelerated frame
of reference and as qubits of information are encoded on your event horizon that acts as a
holographic screen. That's how the computer-generated virtual reality game is created.

The second question you have to ask yourself is Why do you identify yourself with your ego?
You have to understand that you're suffering under a hypnotic trance. You're suffering under a
hypnotic spell, and you've cast that spell upon yourself. You believe that you're a person in the
world you perceive, but you're not. Your belief that you're a person in the world you perceive is
nothing more than a false belief you believe about yourself. It's a big lie, and it's personal. The
big lie is your false belief that you're a person in the world you perceive.

At the level of perceiving your own world, you're the consciousness that's present at the center of
that world. You're nothing more than a presence of consciousness that exists at the central point
of view of your own world. That presence of consciousness always carries with itself its own
sense of individual existence, which is called I Am. That sense of individual existence is the
sense of being present as you perceive that world. The only true thing you can ever know about
yourself as you perceive your own world is your own sense of being present, the sense I Am.

You have to understand how you're casting the hypnotic spell under which you suffer. The key
point of this state of affairs is that everything you can perceive arises in a subject-object relation.
You are the perceiving subject, which is a moving point of illuminating and perceiving
consciousness at the central point of view of your own holographic world. Everything that you
can perceive in that world, which are all the observable objects of that world, are forms of
information encoded on the screen, which are the animated images of that world that are
projected from the screen to your point of view. Those forms can always be reduced to qubits of
information encoded on your own holographic screen that arises as an event horizon due to your
own accelerated motion. You project those images as you focus your attention on them and
illuminate them by shining the light of consciousness on them. You animate those images with
the energy of your own motion as a moving point of consciousness.

This moving point of illuminating and perceiving consciousness is called the Self. The Self is the
subject in the subject-object relation that defines self and other. The Self always carries with
itself its own sense of individual existence, which is called I Am. This sense of I-Am-ness is the
sense of being present as the Self perceives its own virtual reality world. The ego is part of that
virtual reality world, like the central character or an avatar in a virtual reality game. When the
Self identifies itself with its ego, it is as though the ego is the perceiver of that virtual reality
world, but the true nature of the perceiver is always the Self. There is only an illusion that the
ego can perceive that virtual reality world when the Self identifies itself with its ego.


